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                            I. Introduction

   In Ihara and Kitazawa's research (1992), first, the learniRg styles of the studeRts at

the Faculty of Education of Shinshu University, Nagano, JapaR, was evaluated using

Ko}b's Learning Style Inventory.

   The evaluation showed that arnong Shinshu University students, the most prevalent

type was CE (73.5%), followed by AE (40.1%). CE type students favor an

experience-based approach to learning, because they rely heavily upon feelingbased

judgments. They benefit most from feedbacl< and discussion with others. AE type

students are extroverts who learn best from engaging in homework, samll group

discussions, and so on. From ano£her angle, the evaluation showed that 35 per cent of our

students were "Dlvergers". They are interested in people, sympathetic and err}phatic.

They sre strong in imaginative abi}ity. It also showed that 35.8 per cent of students were

"Accommodators" who are good at doing things.

   Secondly, an approach integrating all of these factors was sought. The ideal

approach would have to iRclude simulation exercises, language interaction, expressive

communication, communicative behavior, situational dialogues, learning through doing,

activity methods, participatory interaction, and se on. From among a variety of

approaches and methods proposed, one which meets most of these conditions was

identified : the "Drama Method". This method seems to be the most suitable for our

students, because it demands experience, feeling, emotion, empathy, and sometimes

discussion with peers ; furthermore, the students caR employ specific situaeions in which

they can become involved. It also seems desirable because it requires an intuitive

approach emphasizing imagination rather than theoreticai analysis, as well as adaptation

to specific immediate circumstances ; therefore, the students must treat each situation as

a unlque case.

    However, by "Drama Method" we do not necessarily mean having the students

actualiy enact dramas in the classroom. Rather, it rnight be more appropriate to say the
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"Via-Drama Method". Using drama techniques to learn English seems to be more useful

for the students than merely preseting plays.

   Lastly, from a variety of possible various Via-Drama activities, the "talk and listen"

system was chosen as one of the most suitable activities for students. It was deve}oped

from a technique used by many professional actors to leam their lines and to sound

natural by listening and responding to Rot on}y what is said but how it is said. By using

"talk and listen" the students should develop a conversational tone, avoid rote

memorization, make their dialogues come alive, and enjoy the experience all the more.

And one example of "talk and listen" activities was il}ustrated, using "Talk and Listen

Cards".

   However, it goes without saying that improving students' communicative ability

requires more than just the "talk and listeR" system. We need to develop yet another

via-draxna activity for the next step. The purpose of this paper is, first, eo discuss the

importance of dramatic activities in general, aRd, second, to find a suitable via-drama

activity to teach English to Japanese university students according to their learning style,

and, third, to examine the suitability of the new activity.

                          II. Drama as Reality

   S. J. Savignon (1983 : 206), quoting a passage from Shakespeare (As You Like It, II,

7), states that "All the world is a stage". On this stage we play maRy roles in our daily

lives, roles for which we improvise scripts from the models we observe around us. Parent,

chiid, sister, brother, teacher, student, employer, friend, and foe-all are roles that imply

certain prescribed ways of behaving and speaking. Sociolinguistic rules of

appropriateness have a bearing on these expected behaviors. Familiar roles may be

played with little conscious atteRtion to style. New and unfamiliar roles, on the other

hand, must be played with an awareness of how our intended meanings are being

interpreted by others.

   If the world rnay be thought of as a stage, with actors aRd actresses who play their

parts as best they can, drama, by the same token, may be seen as an opportunity to kRow

reality, a reality that may go ttnnoticed by players caught up in the familiar roles of their

daily lives. By providing an occasion to focus on feelings and relations, drama serves both

actors and audience as an avenue to the discovery of trttths. Any sense of a distinction

between role and reality fades, then, if we consider life and stage as intimately entwined

in human relations.

   Fantasy and playacting are a natural and important part of growing up.

Mal<e-believe and the familiar "you be, I'll be" improvisations of which children are so

fond are routes to self-discovery and growth. They allow young learners to experiment,
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to try ehings out-things like hats and wigs, moods and postures, gestures and words. As

opportunities for language use, role playiRg and the many related activities that

constitute dramatic arts are likewise a natura} component of L2 learning. They allow

learners to experiment with the ro}es they play or will play in rea} life.

   Drama, theR, is real and privides an opportunity for real language use. Role playiRg

allows learners to explore situations tha£ would otherwise Rever come up in a classroorn.

Fantasy, moreover, is welcomed by learners who do not want to spend all of their time

in class ta}king about grammar, ehemselves, or the opinions of their classmates, The

acceptance of play as a component of a curriculum has an additional virtue : it increases

the possibilities for a variety of ensemble or group-building strategies that are well

known in the drama and have much to contribute to the creation of community within

an L2 classroom. Like a rehearsal, the language class must be open and conducive to the

sharing of ideas and experiences. Participants should be comfortable with one another if

they are to feel free to experiment. They should noe be afraid to be wrong in front of their

classmates because this exploration is what rehearsals are for.

                  III. Drama in the English Classroom

   With the increasing emphasis on leeting people be themse}ves and helping people to

know and express themselves, the idea of using drama techniques came to the fore. As

J. H. Bushman & K. P. BushmaR (1986: 28) point out, it is a natural eiement of

laRguage-arts courses, since drama can be used most effectively iR bringing about the

integratioR of the subject areas in ERglish. By its very nature, drama deals with the whole

person and may involve at various stages all aspects of the human being. Drama in the

English classroom, however, needs to be defined apart from that which is eaught in a

course concentraing on performance. D. Barners (l968: 8) states:

       Drama should be seen as part of this classroom talk. Like ali task it may arise

   from a topic proposed by the teacher, from a shared experience, or from a work of

   }iterature. Drama, however, differs from other talk in ehree ways : movement and

   gesture play a larger part in the expression of meaning ; a group worklng together

   upon an improvisation needs more deliberateiy and consciously to collaborate ; the

   Rarrative framework allows for repetition aRd provides unity that enable the action

   more easily to take on symbolic status-to have meaning beyond the immediate

   situation in which it occurs.

   An objective in the use of drama in the English class, theB, is to expand the

boundaries of experiences for students so that they may develop a more complete

understanding of themselves, their work, and their relationships to other people. As

Barnes (1968: 12) suggests:
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imagina7zy situation. Her definition suggests an element of imagination

is its value iR education generally and in language teaching in particular. It can stimulate

the imagination and motivate the student to use and operiment with the language he has

already learned. With dramatic activities, we don't have to talk in pattern practices and

drills. We can talk in ideas, with emotion, and with feeling.

   A lot of drama activities have been proposed so far. Through the "talk and listen"

method, which we advocated as one of the most suitable methods for our students, with

access to the script, studeRts acquire their parts through speal<ing them and listening to

others. Thus, all concerRed have inuch practice in listening carefully, as well as in

expressing themselves in the language, with attention to the motivation behind the words.

   Even in classroom roie Playing, students are always able to be themselves, thinking

how they would act and relate in these circumstances in a different culture. As students

involve themselves in their roles, gestures and intonation follow. It is desirable not to

correct, but to allow students grow through what they are doiRg.

   If plays are too ambitious for some (and such projects are usually uRdertaken after

a basic course), there is plenty of room for improvisations in class. For example, one plans

a situation with a conflict, which different students act out extempore, tryiRg to solve the

problem on their feet with other students coming forward with suggestions. There is

again much listening and speaking by the students themselves.

   A similar approach was advocated by Di Pietro, in what he termed the open scenario.

Di Pietro's interest was in the real-life roles we play, both on a long-term basis and in

episodes of iRteraction. He (1981: 27'33) believes that culturally acceptable behavior in

these roles can be learned through interactional games and classroom scenarios. In the

open-ended scenario, new information is introduced into a fully described situation, so as
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       All secondary teachers kRow pupils who, although able to perform written tasks

   in the explicit and general laRguage required by schools, cannot join in a free

   discussion of the same topic [aRd]...they cannot think aloud in the role. Students so

   deprived...need urgently an education directed by dramatic methods in which they

   are not presented with final certainties, but are required to face the uncertainties

   involved in discussing and planning their work...

   Drama iR this sense can be used freely within any English class. It is as effective with

composition and language as it is with literature. It adds a more exciting dimension to

learning and it helps to bring abotit effective communication.

                          N. Drama Activities

   Drama, as S. E{olden (1981 : 131) defines it, caR be said to cover all activlties in which

       piay themselves in an imcrgina2zy situation or play as imcrgina7y person in an

                                                         , and this, perhaps,
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to force decisions and alter the direction of the action. Students prepare in groups for one

role in the scenario ; then one member of each group acts out the situation, adapting

extemporaneously to the unpredicted course the other p}ayers are taking. Dl Pietro's

open scenario approach is much more structured than improvisations, in that students

prepare their versions carefully in groups.

   Scarceila's concept of the socio-drama also calls for student discussion of a story with

a ciearly dehnable problem and a dilemma point, from which the studnts are to continue

the story with improvisational acting. "Socio-drama," Scarcella (1987 : 208) states, "is a

type of role-playing involviRg a series of students enactments of soiutions to a social

probiem. The problem takes the form of an open-ended story containing one clear, easily

identifiable conflict which is of relevance to the students." As some students extemporize

the solution, the others decide on the effectiveness of the solution. New solutions are

proposed and acted out, until some consensus is reached. The socio-drama is usually

followed by wrieten work, a reading assignment, or an aural comprehension exercise.

   Still others have advocated the techniques of creative d7zzma to relax studeRts and

overcome their resistance to being other thaR their usual cultural seives. In this approach

movemeRt aRd sound, in imaginative situations and implausible roles, precede actual use

of the second language, which then becomes less intimidatiRg. In these activities,

everyone pareicipates, individuals lose themselves in the group, and all become less

inhibieed, thus preparing them for the experience of sounding and acting differentiy, whiie

cooperatively developing new communication skil}s.

    Maley and Duff provide many activities of a dramatic nature that can be woven into

any class structure. As they (1978 : pp. 3-4) point ogt, a staeerr}ent takes its meaning from

the intentions of the speakers and their reiations to eack other, so that even a simpie

statement like "It's eight o'clock." can have a number of meanings and varying forms of

emotional content. The drama approach enables students to use what they are learning

with pragmatic intent, something that is most dithcult to learn through explanation.

Forcing the teacher from center stage, it gives students space to work with language in

ways that are eRjoyable, memorable, and continualiy varying.

    In all of these approaches we can see the levels of the hierarchy of needs being

satisfied : physiological needs for movemant and expression, security in feeling part of a

caring, shariRg group, esteem for oneself and for others as the contribution of each is seen

to be essential to the activity of a}l, and finaliy self-realization (discovering Rot only who

one is but also who one can be and what one can achieve in cooperatioit with others). We

must see the breaking-up of traditional authority structures and postures in the

classroom, as well as the disappearance of the traditional classroom setting of forty or

forty-five desks lined up faclRg the teacher, who stands on the piatform full of authority.
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　　　　　　　　　　V．Skit－wri之ing，　Skit－acting　and　Act一伽ding　activity

　　　Among　so　many　drama　activities　a簾d　extensioas　of　them，　how　can　we　choose　those

most　suitable　for　our　st建dents　P　We　have　developed　the　following　activity　in　accordance

with　their　leaming　styles　as　revealed　by　the　Kolb’s　Leaming　Style瓶veatory：

∫aau㌶y　I992

ENGL豆SH　WORKSHO沿
英語のworkshop（ワークショップ）という単籍には、作禦場、工作部麗、文学・芸術の麟作方法、研究集会とい

う意味があります。英藷は現代社会のコミ藷こケーションツールとして簸も必要とされている顛瞭緬であり、これま

でに私たちが蕎積してきた英語の技能が十分用いられる楓会も棄る断に用愈されてい蜜す。この時閲を畢逮コミュニ

ケーション麟作作興に充ててみたいと思います。

CREATIVE　ACTIVITY　TASK ：撫；転．．・：誘．》

　　　ゆ2UR釈）SEO冊｛IS　TASK

　　　　　　　（　この謙題の目的　｝

To　expπess　acertaln　word　describiτ】g　a　卜urnan

emotion　or　behavior　through　dialogues．　And　also

to　grasp竃he　general　klea　ofasituation　by　observ－

ing　others　inteτacting．

　　　　　ゆYOぴR　MISSION

　　　　　　　　l作漿の課程　　l

Part　1，　　Create　and　act　out　a　sho宜skit　with　a

　pa顛er　to　exp1面9　the　word　assigned　to　you．

Pa堤2．　Wh詐e　a　p逝r　of’s加dents　are　pres釧ting

　　　their　S痘t，　yGU膿tO　gUeSS　What　W（πd漁ey

　　　are甘ying重。　describe。

1）IALOGUE
調
X
∴

ﾝ

WORD　ASSIGNεD （

’〆

）

Figure　1

　　　Asample　dlalogue　was　acted　out　by　M．　Martinse註and　S。　Martinsen　according　to　the

followl鍛9：
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                             Sample Dialogue

                  The below is a conversation between a fiight attendant and a

                  passenger on board.

                     Flight attendant : Sir, here is a blanket,

                     Passenger: Thankyou.That's nice ofyou.

                     Flight attendant : Would you like some coffee?

                     Passenge[: Yes, black please.

                     Flight attendant : ls everything all right?

                     Passenger: Yes, everything is great

                                 comfort

                               tam, ffaj. suwta. tw.ab es

                                Figure 2

   In this activity, the class was first divided into twosomes, and these constituded the

`working pairs' for the actlvity. Next, each pair was assigned a word from the list in

Figure 3. There were more pairs than words, so some of the words were assigned to six

different pairs.

                              WORD LIST

                              l, surprise
                              2. doubt
                              3. disapeointment
                              4. complaint
                              5. appreciation

                              6. decision
                              7. apoiogy
                              8. confidence
                              9. compansofi
                             IO. relief

                             11. envy
                             12. jealousy
                             l3. arrogance
                             14. anger
                             15. shyfiess

                                Figure 3

   Thirdly, the students were asked to create a short skit on the paper given afid act
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it out with a partner to explain the word assigned to each pair. Lastly, while a pair of

students were presenting their skit, the other students were to guess what word they were

trying to describe and write it down.

   Spontaneous verbal expressoin is not solely the product of knowledge of and skill in

using a language code. It presupposes that the student has someting to communicate.

This activity assigns the studnts a word to explain, and it follows that they have

something to communicate.

   The evaluation showed that our students like small group discussions and are strong

in irnaginative ability. Besides, they are good at the experience-based approach to

learning. In the process of creating short skits, each pair of students needs to discuss it

with each other, and make the most of their imaginative ability and experience.

   The evaluation frorr} another angle showed that our students are interested in peop}e,

sympathetic, einphatic, and good at doing things. Acting out a skit requires these

elements, and students can treat each situation as a unique case. In order to guess what

word is being presented, imaginative ability and experience would also be needed.

   All the pairs of students could, within fifteen minutes, create a short skit to explain

the word assigned to them. All the students vividly acted out their skits, and most of them

were full of wit, although noRe of them was as advanced in literature and culture as we

had expected. Here we will preseRt a skit which one pair of students wrote :

         WORD ASSIGNED : DIS,`1,FIPOINTMENT

T:What did you do last SuRday, Yasuko?

Y : I went to the movies with my boy friend.

T : With your boy friend ?

   I watched te}evisioR ail day alone.

Y : Oh, you are a poor girl.

T : Please introduce a nice boy to me.

Y : All right.

T :Look, he is a handsome boy, isn't he?

   Do you know him ?

Y : Oh, you are unlucky. He is my boy friend.

T : """"-.-"-.-

   The rate of correct answers which the student audience guessed was lewer than

expected. Out of a possible 2e points, scores ranged from l3 to zero, aRd the average rate

was only 5,21 points. But when we investigated the relation between the answers given

about an assigned word and the skits given to iilustrate it, we found that a considerable

number of sikts were vague or imprecise in illustrating the target word. For instance, the

exampie skit given above could be taken not only as disappointment, but also as doubt
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or jealousy. Of course, some of the unclear skits may have elicited the correct response

from the audience, but others did not. Anyway, it is true that the skit draws to such a

great extent upon non-verbal messages that the acting ability of a student could also

affect the understanding of the meaning.

                             VI. Concluslon

   We have developed a via-drama activity in accordance with our students' Iearning

style. This skit-writing, skit-acting and act-finding activi£y would ideaily help our

studenes to acquire English. E[owever, we have te admit that this activity leaves a

problem unsolved. That is that in this activity our students are not given any reading

practice except for reading what they have written down. Usually via-drama activity

comprises mainly listening and speal<iRg. But it is desirable that Rot only listening and

speaking, but also reading and writing are invo}ved in the leaming process, since those

skills also play an important role in communication. In that sense, though we may

consider via-drama activity a valuable addition to our repertoire of teaching techniques,

we must address the problem of how to include reading practice iR the activity in order

to promote lntegration of the four skills.
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